
 
 

   

     

 

                                 

Class: Sterling Year: 1       Teachers: Miss Webber & Miss Bradford       TA: Mrs Lemon                         

We love to learn in Year 1! 

 
SCIENCE 
The children will be learning about animal survival 

and will answer the big question:                              
How do animals survive?  

The children will identify and name a variety of 
common animals including fish, amphibians, 
reptiles, birds and mammals. 
They will identify and name a variety of common 
animals that are carnivores, herbivores and 
omnivores. 
The children will also describe and compare the 
structure of a variety of common animals (fish, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals, including 
pets) 
They will identify, name, draw and label the basic 
parts of the human body and they will say which 
part of the body is associated with each sense.  

MATHS 
Multiplication and division 
Fractions  
Position and Direction 
Numbers to 100 

 

 

 

PSHE & RSE – The children will be learning about how they grow and 
change 
 

RE – Judaism – Belonging. 

 
 

 

 

GEOGRAPHY  
The children will answer the big question –  
How do maps help us find our way around the UK? 
They will learn about the UK and will use maps and 
atlases to identify the 4 countries of the United 
Kingdom. They will name the capital cities and 
identify the surrounding seas on the UK. They will 
describe some of the human and physical features 
in their locality. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

VALUES and WELL-BEING 

Welcome to Summer 1! Our values this half term are Honesty, 
Courage & Trust We will also continue to actively promote the 
British Values: *Democracy *Rule of Law *Individual Liberty 

*Mutual Respect *Tolerance of those with Different Faiths and 
Beliefs. 

 

 

 

 

 HOME LEARNING                                                         
Please support your child in completing their 
home learning on Seesaw. This will be set on a 
Friday and is due in on a Wednesday. Learning 
will include Maths, Reading and Phonics. Please 
also support your child in securing their 
counting forwards & backwards to 100, their 
recognition of numbers to 100, counting in 2s, 
5s & 10s, as well as being able to confidently 
recall their number bonds to 10. 

 

ENGLISH                                                                   
The children will retell stories orally, sequence 
pictures and talk about what characters – how 
they might be feeling, their motivations and 
what they might do next. The children will learn 
how to write simple and compound sentences. 
They will be able to use ‘and’ to join two 
sentences together. They will focus on writing a 
postcard or writing journal. The children will 
also enjoy reading stories of their choice, as 
well as listening to a story or poem read aloud 
on a daily basis. 

 

• We can be resilient.  

• We can make a difference.  

• We live respectfully.  

• We make healthy choices.  

• We can make things happen. 

 

ART, DT and MUSIC 
 
ART - The children be focusing on self portraits and 
the work of the artists Van Gogh and Kahlo. 
 
Music – Charanga Summer 1 
 
 

OUR TEXT-DRIVERS 
Emma Jane’s aeroplane by Katie Haworrth 
The Storm Whale by Benji Davies 
 
 

COMPUTING:   
The children will be learning how to programme animations. 
 

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES 
Cats protection Visit - TBC 

 

PE Summer sports with a focus on outdoor 
athletics. 

 


